
OBSERVANT MASONRY 
 
As Freemasonry approaches the three hundredth anniversary of its formal constitution in London in 1717, there 
has been a growing number of Masons, particularly among the newer members, who have become interested in 
recreating the atmosphere of an early Lodge, with its emphasis on elegance, education and striving for excellence 
in all things. This will require a commitment of its members both in time and money, since such an atmosphere 
will cost more to maintain: fine dining cannot be had for the price of a sandwich! This type of Masonry will not 
be for everyone; but nobody should begrudge those who seek something a little different their right to hold their 
meetings as they choose. 
 
Lodges who wish to meet the criteria established for recognition may place the initials ‘O.M.’, or Observant 
Masonry, after their Lodge number. However, this is only an indication that the members wish to create a 
particular kind of atmosphere in their Lodge, and does not indicate any sense of superiority or being set apart 
from any other Lodges: a valid dues card entitles any Mason to visit any Lodge they wish within our jurisdiction; 
though we would recommend anyone wishing to visit an O.M. Lodge to let its Secretary know beforehand, to 
check their dress code, and to let them know catering numbers for their Festive Board or Agape. 
 
Observant Masonry Lodges can be new, in which case they will abide by the constitutional requirements of 
establishing a new Lodge; or an existing Lodge can decide to make changes to the way they run themselves in 
order to meet the criteria. For example, a Lodge which can barely open may be approached by Brothers who wish 
to preserve the venerable name and number of that Lodge, and help to grow it by bringing in new members. In all 
situations O.M. Lodges complement existing Lodges in a District by growing the Craft through attracting new 
members, or providing a particular type of Masonry which existing Lodge members can enjoy a few times a year, 
in addition to their existing memberships. 
 
So what constitutes an Observant Masonry Lodge? The following list, while not exhaustive, will give an 
indication of key principles, which are all indicators that this type of Lodge wishes to provide a special experience 
men cannot find elsewhere. While all Lodges will already do some of these, an O.M. Lodge will strive to offer the 
complete experience: 
 

 Sartorial Elegance: just as you dress up to go to a wedding or religious service, so wearing white tie, 
black tie or at least a dark suit demonstrates your respect for our Institution, and a desire to set your time 
in Masonry apart from your daily life 

 The Lodge as a Place Apart: the Lodge is seen as a space set apart from daily life. Members should be 
encouraged to leave the profane world at the door, through the judicious use of music, silence, incense 
and candlelight (if permitted), as well as the dress code which reflect reverence for this sacred space. A 
Chain of Union should remind members of their link with all Masons during the closing prayer, or after 
the Lodge is closed. Candidates should be set apart prior to initiation through the use of a Chamber of 
Reflection which conforms to our Standard Ritual. 

 Ritual & Educational Excellence: Ritual is done from memory and regular rehearsals ensure a high 
standard. Candidates follow an established and comprehensive program of education which studies the 
history, symbolism, and esotericism of Masonry, as well as teaching them the skills to become leaders, 
and deliver papers on what they learn 

 Festive Boards & Agapes: The social time Masons spend together is as important as their labors 
together. As such, these event should be elegant and refined, providing a memorable experience in good 
company, with fine food, educational speeches and formal toasts. 

 
To find out more about Observant Masonry, and to learn how your Lodge might go about adopting some of the 
principles, or even becoming an O.M. Lodge, please contact the Coordinator: 
 

RW Piers A. Vaughan 
Tel: (201) 637-3278 

Email: piers.2014om@gmail.com 


